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“The Great NHS Heist” Sell Off II A documentary Film Project

Web site and crowd funding video released

“The Great NHS Heist” is a documentary film project  with the aim of highlighting the on 
going stealth privatisation of our health service and the outcome it is leading to.

This film is being produced by a team including Dr Bob Gill  a general practitioner 
campaigner, executive committee member of the NHA party and a producer on the film 
“Sell Off”. 

The great NHS heist is looking at the continuation of the privatisation agenda covered in 
Sell Off and how the process has accelerated and been emboldened by further out 
sourcing of  NHS services and attacks on staff conditions and contracts.

Speaking about the project Dr Gill said

 “Our NHS is on it’s knees. The perfect storm of deliberate de-funding services. Closures 
of hospitals, rock bottom staff morale and now the attack on staff wages. All part of the 
transition to an American style private insurance system. Yet the public remain blissfully 
unaware of the end game, thanks to the stealthy and calculated deception of successive 
governments confusing and misleading the public with Orwellian double speak and 
political spin. “…  ...”we all need to take action to help inform people of the end game of 
this on going corporate raid on our valuable health care system.”

A web site and social media effort for the project is now available.
www.thegreatnhsheist.com
twitter: @greatnhsheist
FB: facebook.com/thegreatnhsheist

Crowd funding will be launched shortly to help support the project, in addition to accepting 
donations via paypal on the web site.

A blog will also be included on the website to keep everyone up to date on the progress of 
this documentary film project.

Dr Bob Gill is available for comment and interviews about the NHS and the Great NHS 
heist please calll 020-3642 1201 or email press@selloff.org.uk
24-08 2016. 

http://Www.thegreatnhsheist.com/

